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Absence, 2018
Acrylic on canvas, 91 x 183 cm



Metamorphosis, 2018
Acrylic on canvas, 152 x 91 cm



I remember it like it was yesterday.
 
Some 20 years ago in Mirpur Khas, my younger self was running amok, offering to anyone who would listen, the only money that I had. 
All I had were Rs. 130; my last Rs. 130. And I was willing to part with them, give them to anyone, if it meant I could use them in exchange 
for what I wanted more than anything else: the invitation to an incredibly coveted artist’s show.
 
From that day, to this day, many things have changed. My respect for this artist however, has not altered. The greatest, and strangest 
of these changes is that the artist whom I was willing to empty my pocket for, be destitute for if it meant I could view his work and be 
in his company, has now given me the opportunity to not just attend, but to curate his show. 

Muhammad Zeeshan
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Revisiting the idea of body Quddus Mirza

A picture appeared on December 13, 2018 in the International Edition of The New York Times published in Pakistan with The Express 
Tribune. The advertisement of Dior had the photograph of a model, standing against a wall, through which dark torso of a horse was 
visible, in front of another structure. The contrast of beauty and beast, nature and culture, glamour and ordinary, tame and raw seems 
to disappear – or diffuse, in this black and white print, since two entities involve/engage extremes of all kinds (and much more). 

In the art of R. M. Naeem one gets the same sensation. Here human beings, architectural settings, animals, mortals, angels, clothed 
and naked figures, coexist in the same space. Occasionally confrontational, but mostly comfortable. Bearded man, nude females, 
women with chadors or head covers, or holding kids, represent characters from our surroundings – both physical and psychological.

Actually, the body – Naeem is so comfortable with – more than a combination of flesh and skin, becomes a symbol. A metaphor for 
him. To denote other ideas. Concepts that unfold realities of our existence, relationship between two individuals, link of a person with 
nature along with man-made environment/structures. 

Perhaps the word ‘reality’ is the key to decipher the art of R. M. Naeem. To many, he is an iconic painter employing a naturalistic 
language to construct his imagery. His keen observation, his masterly skill in rendering details of anatomy, his ability to create an 
illusion of three-dimensional mass on a flat surface with the help of brush, pencil, paint or any other tool and material is merely one 
aspect – what one sees and admires. Because his compositions, segments which he chooses to incorporate in his canvases, and his way 
of depicting light, constructing space and infusing elements of nature all converge on communicating his views about the presence of 
a person, in real setting and in an imaginary world. But like a magician, who has the ability to transform a piece of fabric into a pigeon, 
a stick into a garland of flowers, a sack of cotton into a wooden box, and a hat into hare – right in front of his audience, Naeem also 
possesses the command to convert a bit of acrylic paint into a young girl, a male figure, an article of furniture, a horse, some clouds, 
and objects made of stainless steel (so much so that one can spot reflections captured in the metallic surface of these items). The 
distribution of light and dark on a naked body, details of a face, contours of an animal, sides of a cube, sections of landscape affirm the 
artist’s control on his vocabulary; however, the recent body of work also about maturity in the choice of his means. 

New paintings (even though he has been working on some of these canvases for past few years) document a shift in the artist’s 
aesthetics. Still preferring human body as the main motif to build his idea around, Naeem is now treating it as a vehicle – not a cog in 
the complexity of content – but an independent form to describe the world around us. Thus, the human figure serves as a mirror to 
show our social, political and religious situation. References to faith (with beard and hijab), nationalism (by inclusion of crescent and 
star from Pakistani flag – in Even if you deny me I am there), sexuality (through utensils that remind of reproductive organs of a man, 
in Submission), and dream like atmospheres in his work, have a wider context when it comes to unravelling what we know and what 
we don’t about ourselves. 

Arthur C. Danto observes “one cannot look at the painting of a naked person simply as a painting”; especially in our context where 
public nudity is not possible. So, whenever a person glimpses an unclothed figure in an artwork, the association of thought leads to 
presence of a mirror. A device to look at oneself once nobody is observing. In our circumstances, a person removes his/her attire 
while, changing, in shower, making love – or gone mad. Rarely for a public viewing. So, when we see nude images created in Pakistan, 
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Submission, 2018
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Contemplation, 2018
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these are not ‘figure studies’ like one comes across hanging in public museums in Europe, Americas, Australia, Japan and China. In 
our surroundings, these reverberate between high art and vulgarity; between purity and pornography; between ideal beauty and 
hedonism. 

A number of artists have managed to wrest nude from the notion/state of profanity, to elevate it to the level of profundity. Colin 
David, Jamil Naqsh, Iqbal Hussain are a few names from the brief history of Pakistani art. Undoubtedly, R. M. Naeem is the righteous 
heir to that (subversive) tradition, since his canvases are not merely about female nakedness, but through these he seeks to comment 
upon the currents of our times. For example, the painting (Metamorphosis) with the back of a nude girl against the shape of woman 
shrouded in burqa, suffices two attitudes towards females in a male dominated society. Behaviour that demands a woman to cover 
herself from head to toe in compliance of ‘male’ honour, yet expects her to strip for the pleasure of desperate man’s pleasure. In a 
sense two opposite roles, states, situations of woman are not different from each other, since both satisfy and satiate a man’s desire. 

R. M. Naeem through these simple strategies extends to other spheres of our life. A recurring motif in his work is of a box. Either 
temporarily (or half) erected, or flattened (completely open). In this group of canvases (Beyond; Within, Without; In the presence of) 
box acquires a significant importance, because no matter if a woman is sitting on its edge, a naked female is looking at her shadow on 
it, a man and a woman are standing on its different sides, a girl is positioned against its open shape, box and woman have a different 
story in our midst. In a society that has been dulled and destroyed due to draconian decrees of a dictator (General Zia ul Haq), the state 
and status of women have been questioned, investigated and unclear in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. No matter if a man is well 
versed in worldly business, heads a corporate company, enjoys the position of professor at a university, writes political columns in Urdu 
newspapers, has the portfolio of federal minister, runs a charity organisation, serves in the army, works on nuclear programme, has the 
job of a cook, earns his livings as a driver, hired as a gardener, or employed to be a security guard, his ideas about women, to put them 
behind closed doors, are common – but not normal; instead primitive and redundant. Sadly, many firmly believe in limiting women to 
domestic circumference, which reveals their vulnerability as far as women’s presence and contribution in society is concerned. 

In Naeem’s work, the box and body present a paradox, of a female who is not contained in the box. May that box be of brick and mortar, 
or of conventions and customs. She is out of it, and in some instances, has stepped away from another box – the layers of garments. 
This liberation is celebrated as freedom in Naeem’s art, since one does not become aware or conscious of a male artist’s gaze on 
these female figures, who seem to be at ease in their natural state. They enter, introduce and remind of a world that was primordial, 
from the beginning of human history. When God asked to Adam and Eve “Who told thee that thou wast naked?”, but (in the Genesis 
from King James bible) “they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed”. We have a sense of nudity, “because” 
explains Arthur C. Danto “the word ‘nude’ according to Kenneth Clark ‘was forced into our [i.e., English] vocabulary by critics of the 
early eighteenth century to persuade the artless islanders that, in countries where painting and sculpture were practiced and valued 
as they should be, the naked human body was the central subject of art”’. 

Naked figures in Naeem’s painting, in essence are nude, because they are not aware of the presence of an onlooker, nor they are 
ashamed of their naturalness. They are in their comfort zone – at ease of being what they are, without the interruption and inclusion 
of Other. It is our problem that we expect that a female nude must do something about/with her nakedness, because she could not just 
exist as being herself. She could be in a state that all humans were before the Fall, are at the time of their birth, and during intimate/
private moments. 
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More than the human body, it is the human’s emotion, relation between them and their connection with the world that led to new 
narratives in the art of R. M. Naeem. For instance, a female perched on a sofa and holding a small child in her hands is complemented 
with another canvas with cartography of identical seat amid a chaos of texture; or a female sitting on a stool with another child at the 
back, or a figure enclosed in the outlines of a transparent structure underneath the small body of a kid with wings. For the painter, 
these are not babies or cherubs or angels, but are dolls. At places dismembered, representing cruel conditions when it comes to all 
those who are dependent upon ‘strong’ ‘dominating’ ‘ignorant’ male contingent. 

In the world of print, text messaging, and electronic media, there is an unusual emphasis on the importance of ‘reading’. Deciphering a 
painting, a print, a photograph, a video installation, a sculpture, a performance has become a norm and necessity among art audience, 
notwithstanding that more – and beyond decoding, it is the visual impact of the work that forms/offers a point of contact between a 
viewer and a maker. A neutral ground – but not natural – that liberates a consumer of art from the compulsion of all sorts: content, 
comment, context, commitment, etc., and lets him enter to a shared space, of senses, pleasure and memory. What we see culminating 
in Naeem’s painting (In the absence of) about the Original Sin. A recreation of Albrecht Durer’s engraving Adam and Eve, from 1504, 
around the apple tree, while Eve is holding the fruit. But turning it into a visual of our times, reassuring that even if we live in present, 
we also survive in past, in a collective memory, coming from religion, mythology or folklore. 

We know that we, the human beings of twenty first century are far removed from our ancestors – of Prehistoric period or primordial 
times in the Garden of Eden, yet we share the same anatomy with our forefathers of ancient ages (although the course of representing 
them has been different in the art of each epoch and area). R. M. Naeem relates to this aspect, which is not limited to mere depiction 
of human body, but reverts to an essence/originality of ‘humanness’. The link between progress and primordial is explained by Carlos 
Fuentes when he writes that human beings have evolved, but certain acts remain archaic, like eating, love making, dying.

In his work R. M. Naeem traces to that, ancient, history of human kind in order to know himself and to read/recognize his times. The 
recent work is just a step at arriving to find what? how? and where? we are. Leaving the biggest question for the viewers: why we are? 
Because paintings may help.
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Born in Mirpur Khas, Pakistan in 1968, R. M. Naeem completed his BFA with distinction in 1993 from National College of Arts Lahore, 
Pakistan and is associated with his alma mater as an Assistant Professor. In the past twenty-five years, he has to his credit 16 solo shows 
within Pakistan and abroad and has curated a number of important shows of local and international artists. Naeem’s work has been 
exhibited in numerous group shows nationally and internationally, including The Asian Art Biennale, Dhaka, Bangladesh (2004 & 2006), 
The International Artists’ Biennale Iran (2006), The Pyeongtack International Art Festival at Lake Museum, Korea (2006 & 2007), Art 
Expo Malaysia (2010), Slick Art Fair, Paris, France (2010), Affordable Art Fair Singapore (2011), Affordable Art Fair, Melbourne, Australia 
(2012), India Art Fair, Delhi, India (2014), Sindh Art Fair, Karachi, Pakistan (2014) and Jaipur Art Summit, Jaipur, India (2014). In 2012, 
Naeem was also selected for Saatchi Online Artist, 100 curators 100 days show. His work has also been exhibited in Sri Lanka, Oman, 
Bahrain, UAE, Hong Kong, China, USA, UK, Germany, Norway and Canada. 

Over the course of his career, Naeem has participated in 17 art camps and juried art residencies at international locations. He has also 
conducted various art-counseling workshops in Pakistan and abroad. In 2015, he was selected by the Embassy of China to experience 
Chinese art and culture, and represent and promote Pakistani art and art education in six cities of China. He represented Pakistan in 
New York at “New Pathways, Contemporary Art from Pakistan” curated by Tanzara Art Gallery, organized by Pakistan Embassy, United 
Nations. Since 1994, he has been promoting art through education at his studio – STUDIO RM. In 2008, he initiated the Studio RM 
(International) Residency Program in Lahore, Pakistan. In 2018, he was the short-listed artist for “Erasmus+ international credit mobility 
staff teaching week” at Middlesex University, London. 

R. M. Naeem’s work has garnered several scholarships, awards and prizes in Pakistan, including the Provincial Best Painter Award 
(1991 & 1992), First Prize in Best Short-Short Film Category in Punjab Film Festival 2014, Lahore, Summer Film Festival 2014, Mainz 
(shortlisted), Kunsthalle Mainz 2014 (shortlisted) and National Award of Excellence in 2003. His work can be seen in various private 
and official collections both within Pakistan and aborad and has been featured in local and international art publications. He currently 
lives and works in Lahore.












